By CASSIS 2,1:59.3f; 3,1:52.4 ($575,126) by Cantab Hall 3,1:54.19 wins. At 2, winner PASS at The Meadows. At 3, winner tested el. of the Hambletonian. Old Oaken Bucket at Delaware, Landmark S, 2 PASS at The Meadows, PASS at Chester, Wyoming Valley Series (leg and Final) at Pocono and an Open (second in 2 Opens; third in an Open at Saratoga); second in Stanley Dancer Trot at The Meadowlands and PASS at Pocono; third in Colonial Trot Final at Chester. At 3, winner at Goshen in 1:56.4f (with a 1 second allowance) by 2 1/2 lengths in track record time (current record), Cassis' oldest foals are yearlings in 2015.

1st Dam

FLIRTY TWO 2,1:58.2 (34,373) by Thirty Two 2,1:57.1; 2 wins. At 2, winner Merrie Annabelle Trot Elim. and PASS at The Meadows; third in el. and $50,000 Final American National S. and Reynolds Memorial. Dam of 11 living foals, 7 winners, including:

FUNNY MALENTINE 2,1:57.3; 3,1:54.1 (m, Malabar Yankee) ($359,191) 7 wins. At 2, 14 (9-3-1) with seasonal earnings of $389,750 and winner 2 legs and $150,000 NJSS Final at The Meadowlands, Merrie Annabelle Trot elim., and Oakville Trot elim.; second in $350,000 Merrie Annabelle Trot (by a head), Champion S. and Breeders Crown elim.; third in $409,516 Oakville Trot. At 3, second in NJSS at The Meadowlands and an Open at The Meadowlands; third in Heien Smith Trot elim.

HER CULESE 2,1:59.3; 3,1:53.3 (m, Muscles Yankee) ($344,658) 11 wins. At 2, undefeated in 2 starts, both Lexington LCs. At 3, 21 (9-4-3) with seasonal earnings of $342,658 and winner $100,000 Filly World Trotting Derby (straight heats), heat and Final Filly Kentucky Futurity, Bluegrass S., Filly Zweig Memorial, Moni Maker S. elim., and NJSS at The Meadowlands; second in Coaching Club Cases, Breeders Crown elim. (fourth in $500,000 Final) and NJSS at The Meadowlands, third in $271,750 Moni Maker S. elim., heat Filly Kentucky Futurity and NJSS at The Meadowlands. Dam of HERCULOTTA HANOVER 3,1:55.3 and GRANA PADANNO 3,1:54.3-15.

DOUBLE PLAYER 2,1:58.4; 3,1:52.4 (h, Muscles Yankee) ($237,471) 6 wins. At 2, winner Valley Victory Trot elim.; second in $150,000 American National S., Bluegrass S. and John Simpson S.; third in Int'l Stallion S.; second in $289,726 and winner 2 legs and $150,000 NJSS Final at The Meadowlands, Merrie Annabelle Trot elim.; second in $100,000 PASS Final and PASS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; race timed 2:00.4f. At 3, 20 (5-5-2) and winner 10 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS. Danm of

JUNIATA HANOVER 2,1:58.1f, 2:07.3h; 3,2:00f ($96,775), 24 wins. At 2, 23 (10-3-3) and winner 11 PAFS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; fourth in PASS at The Meadows, Arden Downs and PAFS Final and PASS; second in Reynolds Memorial and Del Miller Trot elim. Dam of JEDRIK HANOVER 1.55.1 ($263,046), NOT NICE 3,1:56f ($217,584), UPFRONT GET TDUN 2,1:55.4l, JUNATA HANOVER 2,1:58.1l, JUSTA LUCKY YANK 3,1:56f, JONAH E HANOVER 3,1:55 (h) and JUXTA HANOVER 2,1:55f. Granddam of SIN TO WIN 1.58.2f ($195,208), MALLON 2,2:00.2l, etc.

JUSTAFLURT 2,1:55f, 2:02f ($45,051) by Ardon 3,1:57.4f, 24 wins. At 2, 23 (8-10-3) and winner 8 PAFS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; 3, 23 (13-5-5) and winner 10 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; Dam of 9 fillies, 4 winners, including:

JUSTOFEELING 2,1:57.3f, 3,1:57.2f (m, Thirty Two) ($94,946 at 2 and 3). 8 wins. At 2, 8 (4-1-1) with earnings of $74,829 and winner NYSS at Tioga. Yorkers and Monticello; second at Vincennes; third at Batavia; race timed 1:56.4. Now 4, racing and a multiple winner in '15.

LADY MILLER 2,1:55.1f ($4,240). At 2, second in NJSS Green Acres at Freehold; race timed 2:00.1l. Mass Mutazz 2,1:52.1 (g, Miracle Mass) ($25,796). 5 wins. At 2, race timed 2:02.1f.

2nd Dam

JUSTAFURT 2,1:56.4l, 2:01f ($45,051) by Ardon 3,1:57.4f, 24 wins. At 2, 23 (8-10-3) and winner 8 PAFS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; 3, 23 (13-5-5) and winner 10 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; Dam of 9 fillies, 4 winners, including:

JUSTOFEELING 2,1:57.3f, 3,1:57.2f (m, Thirty Two) ($94,946 at 2 and 3). 8 wins. At 2, 8 (4-1-1) with earnings of $74,829 and winner NYSS at Tioga. Yorkers and Monticello; second at Vincennes; third at Batavia; race timed 1:56.4. Now 4, racing and a multiple winner in '15.

JUNIATA HANOVER 2,1:58.1f, 2:07.3h; 3,2:00f ($96,775), 24 wins. At 2, 23 (10-3-3) and winner 11 PAFS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; fourth in PASS at The Meadows, Arden Downs and PAFS Final and PASS; second in Reynolds Memorial and Del Miller Trot elim. Dam of JEDRIK HANOVER 1.55.1 ($263,046), NOT NICE 3,1:56f ($217,584), UPFRONT GET TDUN 2,1:55.4l, JUNATA HANOVER 2,1:58.1l, JUSTA LUCKY YANK 3,1:56f, JONAH E HANOVER 3,1:55 (h) and JUXTA HANOVER 2,1:55f. Granddam of SIN TO WIN 1.58.2f ($195,208), MALLON 2,2:00.2l, etc.

JUSTADASELING 2,205,5l, 2:02f ($45,051) by Ardon 3,1:57.4f, 24 wins. At 2, 23 (8-10-3) and winner 8 PAFS; second in 10 PAFS; third in 3 PAFS; 3, 23 (13-5-5) and winner 10 PAFS; second in 2 PAFS; Dam of 9 fillies, 4 winners, including:

JUSTOFEELING 2,1:57.3f, 3,1:57.2f (m, Thirty Two) ($94,946 at 2 and 3). 8 wins. At 2, 8 (4-1-1) with earnings of $74,829 and winner NYSS at Tioga. Yorkers and Monticello; second at Vincennes; third at Batavia; race timed 1:56.4. Now 4, racing and a multiple winner in '15.

LADY MILLER 2,1:55.1f ($4,240). At 2, second in NJSS Green Acres at Freehold; race timed 2:00.1l. Mass Mutazz 2,1:52.1 (g, Miracle Mass) ($25,796). 5 wins. At 2, race timed 2:02.1f.